The environment will damage a Blower Wheel label so that it’s no longer legible.

No two labels will be alike - OEM’s have their own requirements for what information must be included on their supplier’s labels.

Hopefully you’ll find the following examples helpful when attempting to source a Blower Wheel replacement.

- 10” Diameter • 8” Width
- 10” Diameter • 9” Width
- 11” Diameter • 11” Width
- No Product Specs Are Shown. Must Give Part No. To Wholesaler

When you have the specs for the Blower Wheel that you’re replacing then contact your preferred distributor or wholesaler for price and availability.

An OEM will often qualify multiple Blower Wheels for each application even though they will only use 1 for production. If you cannot source the exact part that you’re replacing then Revcor will be pleased to help you identify a like part that was qualified by the OEM.

For Revcor support contact Revcor Customer Service (800) 323-8261 Ext. 311